The Ethical Entrepreneur-Vision & Values
We are going to look at the subject of the Ethical Entrepreneur from both philosophic and
practical perspectives. We are going to look at the core management functions in terms of
fine universal values so that when applied, the atmosphere created and the results obtained
are both Ethical & Effective; Spiritual and Practical.
The Situation Today
My observation of business practices over a business career spanning 52 years is that
there has been a gradual shift away from the core values of hard work, honesty, loyalty
and service in favour of intense efforts directed at obtaining short term results for me,
usually financial. The 'me' in most cases is the individual, but this sense of greed and
excess quickly spreads within an organisation, especially when the leaders are the ones
setting the bad example.
As standards slip, more people begin to think that the focus on short term gain, at any
cost, is the normal and accepted way things are done in business; 'everyone is doing it'.
Accepting this error in judgement as the norm is the next step down the slippery slope. A
current example of the slippery slope is the increased use of illegal drugs by sportsmen as
exposed in recent years. Winning becomes more important than obeying the law, than
playing fair.
When looking at values many people have a double standard: there is one standard for family,
friends, home life and another for business. For a vast majority of us it is clearly wrong and
unacceptable to lie to our family or friends, but for an increasingly large number of people it
is OK to lie in business, if you can get away with it.
Clever justifications of policies promoting excess in business were devised and promulgated
by many, including business schools and management gurus. It was usually in the form of
mantras like, 'Maximise Shareholder Value'. You will note it does not say ‘Optimise’ which
might have brought about a more balanced approach to company goals. This encouragement
of excess has been recognised by some of the top business schools as unsuitable and one
major player, Harvard Business School, has established an 'MBA Oath' which points
graduates in the direction of working to fine principles for the sake of all stakeholders.
An example of one of the pledges a graduate must swear to is:
I will refrain from corruption, unfair competition, or business practices harmful to society.

It probably will not surprise you to hear that many CEOs of FTSE 100 companies are paid
150-200 times the average salary – taking in the range of £3-5 million per year. The CEO of
WPP, an advertising firm, was paid £71 million in 2015. ‘I deserve it’ is the typical
justification. It should also then not surprise you to learn that the average life expectancy of a
CEO is now down to 3-4 years; not even long enough to see the impact of some of their
decisions. This excess on the part of the leaders gives full justification for others in an
organisation, like investment bank traders and others, to find ways to maximise their income

in the short term, at any cost. This approach to business is best expressed as, 'Take the
Money and Run.'
Here are 2 comments on the state of the business community:
The corporate leader as a hero has been replaced in the mind of many Americans by a view of individuals
that are immoral, incompetent and interested only in enriching themselves. Greed is addictive. Money has
replaced morality.
Dalai
Llama
Money has replaced morality. That is why it is so important that ethics be brought more to
the fore- front of our decision making.
Corruption is an insidious plague that has a wide range of corrosive effects on societies. It undermines
democracy and the rule of law, leads to violations of human rights, distorts markets, erodes the quality of life
and allows organised crime, terrorism and other threats to human security to flourish.
Annan.

Kofi

'My word is my bond', the old, tried and true basis for business in the City of London is no
longer practised or used as the basis for agreements. Instead we need lengthy written
contracts. When I started my company our contracts in the 1980s & 1990s with major
companies like Unilever, Heineken, and Nestle with short 3-4 page agreements. In 2010 we
had to sign a 47 page purchase agreement in order to do business with a US Pharma
company. This increased complexity is making business more difficult for small businesses.
You will also have noticed the growing public frustration with business leaders which has
resulted in a dramatic loss in public trust. Opinion polls regarding trust in various occupations
rate business people near the very bottom of the scale. The verdict is that business people
cannot be trusted.
That same lack of trust is present within many companies, making working for such
companies an unattractive proposition, especially for many young people. They ‘do not want
to go there’ and that is why there is a growing interest by young people to start their own
enterprise - to become entrepreneurs.
Management Functions Guided by Fine Values
We are going to look at the subject of the necessary management functions in running an
enterprise addressing the mental, emotional/social and physical actions guided by values
reflecting our inherent spiritual nature.
What we will show is that these values are the best guides for life as well as when performing
business functions. The values we will explore are inner, natural human values, which when
followed lead to external results like efficiency, excellence, profitability. These results are

often described as an organisations’ values, but what really needs to be the focus are the inner
values that make these results possible.
HOW WE THINK, HOW WE RELATE TO OTHERS, HOW WE ACT
We will offer a series of values which when followed enable the best performance of the
particular function. We will add some selected references that support the positon which will
come in the form quotes from various traditions, east and west; spiritual and secular. We will
also use some statements from the free Mindfulness Values App called If I can… which
offers a daily reminder about the value and application of values. See www.ificanapp.com
How We Think -Establish a stable and balanced state of mind when making decisions.
In business and in life we continually need to make decisions. What enables us to make a
good and right decision is when the mind is stable and balanced and thus able to view with
clarity all the factors involved.
The values that help bring about that state of mind are Self-Control, Stillness and Calmness.
Self Control is the ability to keep cool when someone is making it hot for you. Anon

Here is a familiar guiding statement:

KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON

For those of you familiar with Mindfulness and Meditation, they are being used increasingly
in schools as well as businesses to relieve stress and to help bring about a quieter, still state of
mind. While we have all experienced such moments of stillness, the direction given is to go
there more often, especially when making difficult decisions.

In today’s rush we all think too much - seek too much – want too much and forget about the joy of
just being.

Eckhart Tolle

How We Think - Be clear about the vision, values and our long term sustainable
objectives
The long term perspective of the enterprise is as important as meeting its short term goals.
Here the values of Service, Duty/Responsibility and Fearlessness are important.
In reality, the secret of finding deep fulfilment lies in serving others.
Dadi Janki

We are encouraged to focus, to give our full attention to our duty, avoiding the mental
comparisons with the tasks and rewards of others, which distracts us from doing what is
needed. Many of the teachings from various spiritual traditions, such as the Bhagavad Gita
set out our lawful duties and responsibilities in life i.e. our Dharma. Our duties are linked to
our talents and when we make best use of our talents in the service of all, we are fulfilling the
law of Dharma.
The true source of rights is duty. If we discharge our duties, rights will not be far to seek.
Mahatma Gandhi
The entrepreneur needs to be clear about the vision for the enterprise and how this will be
sustained in the long run. When I founded my company in a creative moment of stillness I
had a vision of the company as a whole with a picture of how it would come together in the
future-all at once.
Another example of a wider perspective came to me in 1968 when I was working for an
America computer company who made large, fast, computers. We were visited by a team of
Japanese engineers who observed what we were doing. I asked one of the group, ‘What is
your vison for computers in Japan?’ He said, ‘We are going to make the fastest computer in
the world.’ I was very surprised and said ‘But there are many large US companies like IBM,
Honeywell, Univac, Burroughs and our company in this field. How are you going to beat all
of us?’ ‘Ah, we have 20 year plan. You people in the west think very short term.’ ‘He
repeated, ‘We have 20 year plan!’ I can still hear his voice. In 1987 Fujitsu announced the
‘fastest computer in the world.’ All the other competitors I had mentioned were no longer in
the game.

Fearlessness - We all know that fear about what might happen in the future can mess up our
mind, causing agitation such that good, clear decisions are impossible. Without fear we are
able to remain balanced and poised in the present moment. I have found in my business
career that there were times when I had to put fears and doubts aside and step into the
unknown. The founding of a new e-learning business in the 1980’s was such a moment for
me.

How We Think – Be free from excessive desires, habitual reactions and claims for
success or failure
Another important aspect of how we think is how we meet the inevitable problems created by
excessive desires, habits e.g. ‘We have always done it that way!’ and the claims for the
result. When we are in a weakened frame of mind, one where there is no balance or stillness,
then we become subject to the pressures from peers, from reams of advertising encouraging
us to want more, consume more, travel more etc which make it more likely that we will
continue to follow our habitual patterns.
The important values here are Detachment, Temperance/Moderation and Contentment.
To produce without possessing, to work without expecting, to enlarge without usurping, to know
when you have had enough, is to be rich.

Lao Tzu

!
Rest satisfied with doing well. And leave others to talk of you as they please.
Pythagoras
How We Relate to Others- Establish and maintain a harmonious work environmentone which is based on the importance of WE ( as opposed to focussing on ‘what’s in for
ME’.)
This is an important aspect in any organisation and in fact, in life. Here the values of Respect,
Tolerance, Compassion and Cooperation come into play to provide the right conditions for
our self and others. Here are some thoughts on the application of these fine values:
Respect man as a spiritual being in whom dwells the Divine Spirit.
Leo Tolstoy
People were created for the sake of one another. Either teach them or bear with them.
Marcus Aurelius
Teach this triple truth to all; a generous heart, kind speech, and a life of service and compassion are
the things which renew humanity.

Buddha

!

How We Relate to Others – Be truthful and consistent in all our dealings- internally and
externally.
Most importantly when relating to others, be they within the organisation or externally, there
needs to the values of Truth/Honesty, Integrity and Trust.

!

These are some of the most important aspects today, given the existing attitudes, experiences
and conditions. In the e-learning company that I founded, which grew and became a listed
company on the London Aim exchange, our two core values were Integrity and Service.
For us integrity meant that we spoke truthfully and did what we said we would do. We lived
it and great trust was established with our employees, suppliers and clients.

Let your words correspond with your actions and your actions with your words.
Confucius

!
How We Act – Focus energies on the right priorities and in the right way.
Getting our priorities right is obviously important. What also needs to be addressed is
following through in the right manner. Here the values of Discrimination, Patience and
Justice are relevant.

!
All men commend patience, although only a few are willing to follow it.
Thomas A’Kempis

The rule of justice is plain, namely that a good man ought not to swerve from the truth, not to inflict
any unjust loss on anyone nor to act in any way deceitfully or fraudulently.

St Ambrose

How We Act - Deal effectively with the inevitable challenging situations brought about
by mistakes, competitive pressures, uncontrollable external factors.
In order to maintain clarity under such pressures we need to apply values such as
Equanimity, Determination and Perseverance.
Equanimity implies a detachment from the results which is why it is so important today. One
of the most penetrating lines of poetry citing the need and power of Equanimity is from the
poem If by Rudyard Kipling:
If you can treat triumph and disaster, those two imposters, just the same.

!
And from Winston Churchill a few brief words on Determination:
Never, never, never, never give up.
On Perseverance from another inspiring leader, one who lived his values.
It always seems impossible until its done. Nelson Mandela
How We Act – Provide inspiring leadership by setting the right example
Providing inspiring leadership is VERY important and VERY difficult. There is unfortunately
today a lack of enough inspiring leaders who are setting a good example for others, especially
young entrepreneurs, to follow.
Here is what the Bhagavad Gita says about a strong stable leader- a man of steady wisdom:
He whose mind is not agitated in misfortune, whose desire for pleasure has disappeared, who is free
from attachment, fear and anger; he is a man of steady wisdom, he is said to be a wise sage.

What is needed is to put aside the EGO driven ideas and live based on values such as Love/
Care, Selflessness and Humility.

!

Selflessness - working for the benefit of oneself and others.
It is under the greatest adversity that there exists the greatest potential for doing good, both for
oneself and others. Dalai Lama
Humility seems to be a very rare quality for CEOs of many companies these days. It is a very
fine quality one which is greatly appreciated when observed.
We come nearest to the great when we are great in humility.
Rabindranath Tagore
One other piece of advice from Winston Churchill helps summarise the essence of the
message of values

You make a living by what you get, but you make a life by what you give.
The RESULTS - for all the stakeholders: employees, clients, suppliers, family, friends,
the community, the nation, the universe.
If we are able to live the values; if we walk the talk then we will achieve for ourself and for
all who associate or depend on us, that which we all naturally desire i.e. Happiness, Unity
and Peace.
I am sure you would agree that we all want to be happy. The problem is that we often make
mistakes about what will bring us happiness. Today the prominent values which people seem

to believe will make them happy are Wealth, Power, Fame and Pleasure. Interestingly these were
the same dominant values at the end of the Roman Empire which was documented in a book, The
Consolation of Philosophy written at that time by Boethius.

True happiness is not dependent on any external person or thing, it exists within us all and
when we connect with our inner happiness, it brings naturally with it a state of Peace and
contentment i.e. no desires and a sense of Unity. All are aspects of our true nature.
You will end by the discovery that the best means to health is to watch over the good health of
others, and that the surest way to be happy is to watch over the happiness of others. Swami
Vivekananda
If he cannot stop the mind that seeks after fame and profit, he will spend his life without finding
peace.

Dogen
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And the final question:

CAN WE WORK ACCORDING TO
FINE VALUES AND:
Still SUCCEED
Still MAKE A PROFIT

YES WE CAN !!!
And if so:

